1. Introduction

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems become more and more popular in recent years. Avoiding accidents and guiding the vehicles travel along appropriate lanes are two essential tasks of those auxiliary systems. Several technical solutions are introduced to realize these two goals, such as lane detection [1–3], road detection [4–8], forward vehicle collision warning [9,10], traffic sign detection [11,12], traffic congestion detection [13,14], and road marking detection [15,16]. Lane detection plays an irreplaceable role in traffic problems of the curved lanes, bounding boxes [25] and straight lanes but fail for the curved one. To remedy the representation problems of the curved lanes, bounding boxes [25] and pixel-level masks [26] are introduced into lane detection methods. However, bounding boxes are not accurate enough, and pixel-level masks' prediction requires complex computation.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we build a pixel-level lane dataset named NWPU Lanes Dataset, which contains 1964 traffic scenes images with well-labeled pixel-level lane masks.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we build a pixel-level lane dataset named NWPU Lanes Dataset, which contains 1964 traffic scenes images with well-labeled pixel-level lane masks.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

- Define a new representation method for lane detection and localization, which reaches the balance of precision and computation.
- Deep Q-Learning Localizer (DQLL) accurately localizes the lanes as a group of landmarks, which achieves better representation for curved lanes.
- Build a pixel-level lane dataset NWPU Lanes Dataset, which contains carefully labeled urban images and contributes to the development of traffic scenes understanding.

The rest sections of this paper are arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces some related works. Section 3 focuses on the detailed implementation and structure of the proposed methods. The NWPU Lanes Dataset will be introduced in Section 4. The experiment results and further analysis are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the proposed method and discusses future works.

2. Related work

This section focuses on review serval previous works related to lane detection and reinforcement learning.

2.1. Traditional lane detection methods

Before the fast development of deep learning on the computer version, to construct easily identified features for lane, feature representations are manually designed base on its identical characteristics. Common feature extractors like Hough Transform [21] and Dark-Light-Dark (DLD) [22] are effective in simple conditions, but the performance suffers rapid decrease in complex scenes. Their sensitivity to noise causes this problem. Besides construct powerful feature extractors, some researchers first use Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM) [28] to transfer the original image to the bird's-eye view. Then use the above feature extractors to generate features under this view. The view transform helps reduce redundant information and enhance the target representation. Thus, it improves the lane detection accuracy, but its effects drop a lot under extremely complex scenarios. The essential reason is that the features extracted by the low-level extractors like DLD and Hough Transform are not powerful enough.

2.2. Deep learning lane detection methods

Due to the rapid evolution of Deep Learning, the inefficient hand-crafted features are replaced by deep features extracted by...
DCNN among many computer vision tasks. Compare to the above traditional feature extractors, for one specific task, DCNN can generate features with sufficient high-level semantic information from the input image. Moreover, its automatic fitting characteristics save lots of feature design works. Due to the high efficiency of DCNN, lots of works [29–32] try to use DCNNs to improve lane detection performance. Lee et al. [33] and Umar et al. [34] use vanishing point to guid network for lane and road marking detection. Some researchers focus on combine DCNNs with traditional methods. Van et al. [35] integrate deep neural networks with differentiable least-squares fitting. Neven et al. [36] use small convolutional network to estimate the parameters of IPM transformation.

2.3. Reinforcement learning

Forty years after Bellman proposes the theory of dynamic programming [37], Peter et al. put forward the value-based reinforcement method Q-Learning [38]. Mnih et al. [39] combine Q-Learning with deep learning methods from the Deep Q-Learning Network (DQN), which means use serval neural networks to replace the Q-table.

3. Methodology

In this section, we explain the detailed implementation and working principle of the proposed method.

3.1. Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed lane detection and localization framework consists of the detection stage and localization stage. The purpose of the detect part is to obtain the preliminary bounding box locations of the lanes. In order to cooperate with the next stage’s localization process, we carefully consider the characteristics of lanes, through observing a variety of lanes like shown in Fig. 3, we summarize them as follows:

- The lanes represented by bounding boxes always near the diagonal line of the rectangle.
- The lanes may go along different diagonals of the bounding boxes, which means from left top to right bottom or from left bottom to right top. The former one always appears on the left side of the field of views, while the latter one generally appears on the right side.
- The diagonals of the bounding boxes can be used to represent the position of the straight lane lines roughly. As for the curved lanes, it fails because of the massive difference in lane shape.

According to those unique characteristics of the lanes, we manually split it into two types. The first one is the lanes go along with the diagonals from the left bottom to the right top, like shown in Fig. 3a). The other one is the lanes go along with the other diagonal, like the one in Fig. 3c). After the lane detector gets the bounding boxes of lanes, the diagonal line which the lane goes along with will be a critical factor in determining the initial position of landmark points. The detailed landmark initialization process will be introduced in Section 3.3. After that, the Deep Q-Learning Localizer tries to move the landmark points to the correct position, respectively.

3.2. Lane detection

The modified common object detector is first retrained on the lane dataset, and it is applied here to obtain the preliminary position of the lanes. Technically speaking, almost all typical object detector like [40–43] can be used here. We adopt Faster R-CNN as the base-line lane bounding boxes detector in the first stage. The lanes are detected and classified into different types according to their slopes, and the lane types are unified with what we discuss in Section 3.1. The intact working flow of the detection stage is shown in Fig. 4.

Faster R-CNN is the following-up development of RCNN [44] and Fast R-CNN [45]. Compared with the work of the previous two generations, Faster R-CNN uses CNN to complete proposal generation, regression, and classification. An input image only spread once in the network, which improves the efficiency of the network.

As shown in Fig. 4, the backbone CNN used here is VGG [46], it extracts the convolutional feature maps from the input three-channel RGB image. The whole image feature vector and the image information is then sent to RPN to generate region proposals. ROI pooling layer helps force the region proposal feature vector into a fixed size. The proposal regression network and proposal classification network use serval fully connected layers to get the bounding box bias and class probabilities, respectively. The detail network structure is shown in Fig. 4, where Conv means convolutional layers, and Dense means fully connected layers.

The final output of the lane detection stage is the bounding box locations and lane type of all lanes inside the input image, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

3.3. Lane localization

After getting the general location information of lanes in the detection stage, the following step is to localize them accurately. To this end, we use five landmark points to positioning the lanes. The landmarks are uniformly initialized inside the bounding box. Thus, the localization stage becomes a point moving game which aims to shift all landmarks to the correct positions. A reinforcement learning based deep Q-learning lane localizer is applied to play this game. Compare to bounding boxes, landmarks improve the representation ability for curved lanes effectively and provide more precise position information. The precise localization method will be introduced in this section.

3.3.1. Game definition

As shown in Fig. 3, each bounding box from the detection stage is divided into six equal areas by five cut-off lines in the horizontal direction together with the box. The diagonal line in which the lane line goes along with intersects these five divider lines at sveral points. Those points are used as the initial position of the landmark points.

In the following stage, we try to tackle the point localization game via a deep reinforcement learning method. The learning policy used here is Q-Learning [38] method. In the original Q table, it recodes for each different environment states, which action choice leads to the highest reward. The initial Q table gives random action decisions, and it updates with the training process according to the following formula:

\[
Q(s,a) \rightarrow Q(s,a) + \alpha \left[ r + \gamma \max_a Q(s',a) - Q(s,a) \right],
\]

where \( s \) is environment state, \( a \) is the action choice under environment state \( s \) and \( \gamma \) represent the learning rate and attenuation coefficient during the learning process. After take action \( a \), the current environment state \( s \) changes into state \( s' \) and the reward \( r \) will be observed. \( Q(s,a) \) is the current expectation reward of action \( a \) in state \( s \). The observed reward plus the possible maximum reward of next state multiply by attenuation coefficient \( r + \gamma \max_a Q(s',a) \)
together forms the ideal real reward solved by Bellman Equation and Greedy Strategy.

The agent only takes movements among the given action options, and it makes action choice according to the current environment state and the learned Q table. The algorithm updates the Q table base on the rewards of different actions under the current environment state. The reward score reflects whether the action leads to a better result or worse, and it is calculated by the reward functions. Besides the Q table, the environment state, action options, and reward functions together constitute the deep Q learning process. Those three key components will be detail introduced in the following subsections.

3.3.2 Environment state

The environment state contains the factors that could influence the action decision consequence. For this point moving game, the current location information of the selected landmark point, and the image block all help to find the right position. We also take the actions that have been done before into consideration, which we call it Action History Vector. Thus, the current environment state can be represented by Eq. (2):

\[ S = \mathcal{E}(I_b) \oplus x \oplus H, \quad (2) \]

where \( S \) is the current environment state, \( \mathcal{E}(\cdot) \) means the feature extractor that encodes the input color images into feature vectors, which leads to a better representation ability of the environment. The \( I_b \) represents the bounding box image blocks truncated from the complete original figure. \( x \) is the position of the landmark point under the current state. \( H \) is the action history vector composed of several previous action records, and \( \oplus \) serve as the concatenate procedure.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the composition of environment state. The feature extractor \( \mathcal{E}(\cdot) \) consists of several small convolutional neural networks. Therefore, we no longer need to construct features manually, and the extractor itself will automatically adjust during the training and learning process to extract efficient features.

3.3.3 Action options

The set of all optional actions constitutes the agent’s action space, which means the agent can only make action decisions among the scheduled action set. For this situation, the landmark point’s vertical coordinate is a fixed value, so it can only move horizontally. Thus, we have artificially defined three alternative action types.

We call the first action type delete action. It means the agent decides to delete the current point or take other actions. The points which locate out of the appropriate range or too far away from the actual lane position may be deleted.

For the landmark points under normal state, the agent tries to move the point toward the correct direction. The points have two
moving directions along the horizontal line, so the moving action contains movements toward the left or right side.

Finally, when the point is close enough to the expected position, the agent has to decide whether the current position is the final position or not. The terminal action decides to cut off the point moving process or run into the next action choice.

All the action choices and their corresponding actual pixel level point movements are shown in Table 1. Where \( x \) means the position of the current landmark point.

### 3.3.4. Reward functions

After the agent takes action \( a \) under environment state \( s \), the state changes into \( s' \). Base on these three observations \( s' = s \odot a \), we can calculate the reward according to reward functions. Different action choices lead to a different state. It can be a better state or a worse one. Therefore, we divide the action choices into three types on the basis of the results they lead to. Those action choices are defined and analyzed in the following paragraphs.

**Invalid Action Choices:** If action \( a \) moves the landmark point out of the appropriate image range, deletes the points that should be kept or keeps the points should be deleted, we call it the invalid action choice. The reward score will be given by the following formula:

\[
R_{i}(s, s') = -5,
\]

which means all action choices that lead to particularly wicked results are severely forbidden.

**Regular Action Choices:** If the action choice is not the invalid one mentioned previously, and it is a moving action, we call this choice a regular action choice. We define the distance between the current point position and the ground truth under environment state \( s \) as \( d(s) \). Considering the regular action choices, it may make the distance longer or shorter, so the rewards are given by the relation between original distance \( d(s) \) and the new one \( d(s') \), it is defined by Eq. (4):

\[
R_{e}(s, s') = \begin{cases} +1, & \text{if } d(s') < d(s) \\ -1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},
\]

this reflects that the action choices which take the point moving toward the ground truth’s direction earn one score otherwise lose one score.

### Terminal Action Choices:

If the agent makes decisions that terminate the point moving process, we call those decisions terminal action choices. The agent earns positive scores by terminal action choices when the current point and ground truth position is near enough. Otherwise, the agent gets negative scores if it stops the moving process at an inappropriate time. Following equation gives the reward function of terminal action choices:

\[
R_{t}(s, s') = \begin{cases} +3, & \text{if } d(s) \leq 5 \\ -3, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}.
\]

### 3.3.5. Overview

The complete lane localization working flow is demonstrated in Fig. 6. All detected bounding boxes are firstly truncated from the complete image and then resized into unified size \([100, 100, 3]\) before send into Deep Q-Learning Localizer(DQLL). The localizer initialize five landmark points according to the type of the bounding box, which means the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the five landmarks are evenly distributed between 0 and 100. Moreover, these five points may go along different diagonal lines for different lanes. After initialization, all five landmark points are localized separately.

Different from traditional Q-Learning methods, DQN uses neural networks to take the place of Q-Tables. The network gives action choice decisions according to the environment state and its parameter values. The learning process updates all parameters of the network and forces it makes the right decisions. Fig. 6 illustrates the structure of the decision-making network on the right side. The detailed network architecture is given in Table 2.

The “Conv1: \((k(3,3),c(3\to 48),s(1),\text{NoPadding})\)” means the convolutional layer named Conv1 uses 48 convolution kernels of size \( 3 \times 3 \times 3 \) with strid 2 and no padding. “FC: 5393 \( \rightarrow \) 512” is fully connected layer with input size 5393 and output size 512. The length of the action history vector influences the shape of the first fully connected layer’s input side. Here we use four past actions to form the action history vector. Thus the input size of the first fully connected layer is \( 1 \times 21 \times 256 + 1 + 4 \times 4 = 5393 \).

The loss function used for the training process of Deep Q-Learning Network is Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss, and the following equation defines it:

### Table 1

Optional action choices and their corresponding operations. All movements are in the unit of pixels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Delete action</th>
<th>Moving Action</th>
<th>Terminal action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete Point</td>
<td></td>
<td>( x' = x - 5 )</td>
<td>( x' = x + 5 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MSE \[= \frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{N} (Q_a - \hat{Q}_a)^2 \],

where \( N \) is the total number of all action choices, \( \hat{Q}_a \) is the estimate Q value of the action \( a \) while \( Q_a \) is the real Q value.

4. Dataset

On account of the lack of lane detection datasets, we build a lane dataset named NWPU Lanes Dataset with pixel-level labels. It comes from the recorded videos under real driving scenes.

Due to the difficulty of manually collecting and labeling the real scenes data, we select some virtual data from the dataset \([47]\) to assist our training process. Those images and label masks are synthetic data generated by software with precise annotations.

4.1. NWPU lanes dataset

The automobile video data recorder collects thirteen videos during real driving scenes. Twelve of the clips are three minutes long, and the remaining one is one minute and 38 s long. After sampling one frame per second, a total of 2258 initial images are obtained. Through the observation of these pictures, we found that there are still many images that could not be used in the preliminary samples due to the problems such as vehicle stop, congestion, and shielding in the real driving process. So we did another manual image deletion and kept 1964 images after the deletion. Next, we use the marking tool developed by ourselves to carry out accurate pixel-level marking. After the labeling is completed, bounding boxes can be generated through pixel-level marking.

Fig. 7’s part (A) in the left side, demonstrates the driving scenes and their corresponding masks from the NWPU Lanes Dataset. All the data finally obtained are divided into the train set and the test set, of which test set accounts for 20%. The data distribution is given in Table 3.

4.2. Synthetic dataset

For the manually collected data, there will be inevitable errors during the labeling work. In the process of lane line localization, the input image is a small-size image that only contains the lane line area truncated from the original image. Therefore, the error at the original image-level may be magnified during the localization process. Compared with manual annotation, the virtual data generated by the software will have completely accurate pixel-level annotations. So, we use not only real dataset built by ourselves, but also virtual data under appropriate scenarios selected from other datasets for train and test. The SYNTHIA dataset contains a large amount of generated data, which are constructed in different scenarios, time, seasons, and weather settings. We manually select some scenarios that are close to our NWPU Lanes Data-set. The addition of these virtual scene data effectively boosts the learning process of the DQLL. We also split those data into the train set and test set, the split rule is consistent with the self-build dataset, and the detail information is shown in Table 3.

5. Experiments and discussion

5.1. Evaluation metrics

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we define two evaluation metrics to measure the experiment results from different perspectives. The definitions of these two parameters are closely related to the specific realization of lane line localization in Section 3. The first one we call it hit rate reflects the localization accuracy, while the second one average step measures the localization speed. These two variable both defined during a complete test process. Here are the definitions:

Hit Rate: If the final terminated point locates near the ground truth position enough, which means the distance between two points less than 5 pixels, we name this point “Hit Point”. Thus we define the hit rate \( \alpha \) by the following formula:

\[
\alpha = \frac{N_h}{N},
\]

where \( N_h \) is the total number of the hit points during this specific test period, and \( N \) is the number of all landmark points it also equals to five times the number of the bounding boxes. Naturally, the hit
rate is a number no less than 0 and not greater than 1, the higher the value of\(a\), the better the model we have get.

**Average Step:** On account of the diverse distance between initial landmark point and the ground truth, the DQLL needs to take a different number of actions to achieve the final point location. Thus we define average step\(\beta\) use the following equation:

\[
\beta = \frac{S}{N}
\]

where \(S\) is the total number of action steps for all landmark points under this test period, and \(N\) have the same meaning as the one in Eq. (7). \(\beta\) tells us how many steps needed for localizing one landmark point. It is also the embodiment of DQLL's localization speed. In this case, it is a small positive number (usually less than 5).

### 5.2. Experiment setting

All the training and evaluation process are construct with one NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU and Inter Core i7-6800K@3.4 GHz CPU under Ubuntu 14.10 operation system and TensorFlow or PyTorch framework. Two stages rely on quite independent experiment settings. This section introduces those settings in detail, respectively.

**Detection Stage:** The bounding boxes needed for the detection stage are generated base on the pixel level lane dataset by a simple connected component detection algorithm. During the training process, the Faster R-CNN runs with a batch size of 1, and the bounding box classification gets the batch size of 300. The learning rate and weight decay are set to 0.001 and 0.0005, respectively.

**Localization Stage:** For the training process of DQLL, it needs different ground truth data from the detection stage. We further process the bounding box data of the first step. Firstly, each rectangle box is truncated from the original image independently. Then, every box is divided into six equal-area horizontal rectangles by five dividers. The dividers and the lane lines intersect in a short section. Finally, the midpoint of the short section is treated as the ground truth of the corresponding landmark point. It is not until this moment that the data for training the DQLL is ready. The learning rate of the localization stage is set to 0.0001, and it is trained with batch size 1024.

### 5.3. Experiment results

In order to verify the effectiveness of the DQLL method, we carry out experimental tests on NWPU Lanes and TuSimple Lane datasets, detail test results and analysis are given below.

**Experiments on NWPU Lanes Dataset:** Table 4 shows the test results when we combine DQLL with detection, segmentation, or other lane detection methods. As we expected, the initial accuracy of the segmentation-based method is higher than that of the detection-based method.

**Experiments on TuSimple Lane Dataset:** TuSimple Lane dataset contains 3626 images for training and 2782 for testing. We convert the labeled data into the form we need for the training and evaluation of DQLL. Table 5 shows the results of different methods.

The overall Hit Rate on the TuSimple Lane dataset is higher than the NWPU Lanes dataset. This means that the former has a more massive amount of straight lines. No matter what lane detection method is used in the first stage, DQLL can effectively boosts the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Hit Rate</th>
<th>Avg. Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faster R-CNN</td>
<td>71.85%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster R-CNN + DQLL</td>
<td>86.96%</td>
<td>1.8370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCNN [51]</td>
<td>84.69%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCNN + DQLL</td>
<td>91.98%</td>
<td>1.5702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINet[52]</td>
<td>86.09%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINet + DQLL</td>
<td>93.36%</td>
<td>1.5311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**

Hit rate and average step of different methods on NWPU lanes dataset.

**Table 5**

Hit rate and average step of different methods on TuSimple lane dataset.
Table 6
Results of DQLs with different action history vector length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of Hist</th>
<th>Hist:0</th>
<th>Hist:2</th>
<th>Hist:4</th>
<th>Hist:6</th>
<th>Hist:8</th>
<th>Hist:10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hit Rate</td>
<td>69.00%</td>
<td>72.48%</td>
<td>75.51%</td>
<td>74.01%</td>
<td>69.10%</td>
<td>69.81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Visualized precise localization process. The first three are positive examples, and the last one fails while localizing the last landmark point.
comparison of DRL and DSL.

subsection 5.4

length becomes important, and we put the concrete analysis in influence the hit rate and average steps. The choice of appropriate dataset. Obviously, the length of the action history vector will for NWPU Lanes dataset, and less than two steps for TuSimple Lane requirements, which requires only about three steps on average DQLL can complete the localization process of one landmark point be seen that no matter use what kind of experimental settings, the first stage. Because more reliable detection results can provide better guidance when initializing landmark points.

From the results of the experiment shown in Tables 4–6, it can be seen that no matter use what kind of experimental settings, DQLL can complete the localization process of one landmark point within four steps, which requires only about three steps on average for NWPU Lanes dataset, and less than two steps for TuSimple Lane dataset. Obviously, the length of the action history vector will influence the hit rate and average steps. The choice of appropriate length becomes important, and we put the concrete analysis in subsection 5.4.

DQLL Visualization: Fig. 8 demonstrates the visualization of DQLL localization process. All subfigures consist of five rows. Each row corresponds to one landmark point’s localization process. The blue circles are the confidence interval of the ground truth landmarks, and the green dots are the current moving landmark point. Thus, for every subfigure, the upper left corner is the initial point location, and the lower right corner is the final output of the localization process. Subfigure (A) and (C) demonstrates the detail localization process of the normal curved lane lines. Compare to the initial landmarks’ position, DQLL effectively moves the landmarks to fit the curved lines better. Subfigure (B) is a straight lane line but deviate from the center of the bounding box, therefore, two landmarks are removed and only three points left. The fourth subfigure gives a negative example, the initial position of the fifth landmark point is within the expected range, but it is wrongly moved out of the expected range by DQLL.

5.4. The influence of action history vector

Considering all components of the environment state, the action history vector is one of the easily changed variable factors. We manually design experiments to verify the influence of the action history vector and its length. The length of the action history vector is set into range \([0, 10]\) with a step length of two. All the experiment results are shown in Table 6.

Compare to DQLL without action history vector, no matter how long the history is, the DQLL with this vector improves the localization accuracy and reduces the average step needed. This proves that the action selections in the past help making decisions in the current state to some extent. Nevertheless, would a longer history vector lead to a better result? The experimental results show that the length of the history vector is not proportional to the performance of the model. The best record of hit rate occurs when the length of the history vector is 4, while the best average step appears when the length of the history vector is 6. Both of these two evaluation metrics tend to change from increase to decrease as the length of the action history vector rises. Thus, it is vital to choose an appropriate length of the history steps.

5.5. Comparison with supervised learning methods

To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed DQLL, we manually design several Deep Supervised Learning (DSL) methods, those models have exactly the same network structures with DQLL. The only difference is that those DSL methods try to regress the five landmark points’ positions directly, and they may train with different loss functions. Here, we use MSE, L1, and smooth L1 loss to train the DSL model, respectively. The experiment results are shown in Table 7. Fig. 9 illustrates the network architecture of the compared DSL model.

Loss functions can not make up for the performance gap between DQLL and DSL. No matter under what conditions, DQLL performs much better than the DSL methods. This comparison results prove that learning how to move the landmark point into the correct position is more efficient than directly regress the position of those points.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a two-stage lane detection and localization method to predict the precise location of the lanes effectively. To be specific, the deep convolutional detection model first detects the lane lines in the form of bounding boxes. Then the DQLL model accurately localizes the lanes as a set of landmark points base on the output of the previous stage. Furthermore, the pixel-level lane dataset named NWPU Lanes Dataset is released to help improve the lane detect performance. The experiment results demonstrate that the proposed method effectively improves the detection precision, especially for the curved lane lines. In the future, we will try to use more prior knowledge to improve detection performance.
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